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From Social Costing to Sustainable Development:

Beyond the Economic ParadigmI':'

Stephen Bernow, Bruce Biewald and Paul Raskin
Tellus Institute
89 Broad Street, Boston, MA 02110-3542
and Stockholm EnvironmentInstitute-Boston Center
"

The time has come, the walrus said,
to talk of many things
Lewis Carroll

Introduction
We are witnessing a major transition in public policy regarding economics, the environment
and human well-being. Appropriately enough, it has corne at the onset of a new century,
indeed millennium.

Despite the groundwork laid before us, and that being laid today, we

expect that our counterparts and the world's citizens decades from now will recognize some
but not all of the-methods and approaches developed today, and hope they will look back with
some kindness upon our modest beginnings ..
}'.:\

In the current period we_are undergoing a doublemovement -- the_application of economic .,
principles to environmental policy, and the insertion of ecological principles (and other extraeconomic concerns) into economic affairs. The books by Daly and Cobb and Gro Harlem
Brundtland are hallmarks of this important transition, which may be seen as the reintegration
of economics and ecological science, and with moral philosophy.
Examples of these developments abound.

States in the U.S. have begun to account for

.< environmental externalities in energy choices; the World Bank and some European countries
are exploring the modification of national income accounts to include environmental impacts
and natural resource use (the degradation and depletion of stocks of natural capital), and
nations and municipalities are implementing or considering pollution taxes.

At the same

.tfme, national and international protocols for limits on CFCs, greenhouse gases', and acid rain
'precursors have been developed.

Much of the discussion in this paper was prepared by the authors for the U.S. Office of
Technology Assessment.
.

While we are confident that this transition will be successful!y effected, it would be unwise, if

with increasing use th~y beCbme increasingly difficult to extract and deliver.

we wish to help bring it about, t9-ignore its evolutionary character and the contention in

social and political consequences are thus intimately bound up with energy use. Finally, tbe

which it is often embroiled (for example, the debates over externalities valuation, climate

extraction, processing, transport and conversion of the earth's energy resources .- whether

Economic,

change, and forest policy in the U.S.). Recognizing tbe nascent state of both the professional

from fossil fuels or river systems .. the· construction of energy delivery systems,

and public policy discourses, on social costing and sustainable development, we bope that we

disposal of the waste products of these processes, cause often irreversible harm to human and

can strive for both methodological clarity and practical pluralism.

natural environments.

and the
-,

Thus, energy use imposes a variety of costs on society that are not reflected in energy prices.

From Energy Externalities to Social Costing

Most notable among these costs are the damages to the environment, human health, and
socio-economic systems that can result from significant impacts on air, water, soils, biota,

The quote nom Lewis Carroll is more than mere whimsy for energy planning in the current

habitats, and built environments. These occur on local, regiopgl and global scales, and are

context. Through today's perspective, the past two decades appear to be a tumultuous and

often quite complex and difficult to predict. The release of pollutants and the use of local

almost surreal series of twists and turns for tbe energy industries generally, and for the

resources by energy-related activities can directly affect human health and amenity and the

electric sector in particular. The most obvious analogy to the story of Alice has been tbe in

integrity of natural systems in the', immediate vicinity of the facilities, thereby raising

role of demand growth, with the electric utilities in the U.S. first eating tbe cookie of rapid

important siting issues. At the regional impact level, discussions over the l~t decade in

expansion, then tasting the fruit of excess capacity, and, finally, reducing their exposure to

North America and Europe have sought the best means of reducing the release of acid gases

risk by swallnwing prior construction ambitions almost whole.

that could seriously damage habitats, agricultural production, and a variety of other human
and ecological systems. At the global level, attention has been drawn to the accumulation of

The similarities between the two stories cut even more deeply and broadly: from nuclear

those greenhouse gases in the upper atmosphere tbat are released from anthropogenic sources,

power "too cheap to meter", to electricity costs no one wants to bear, and radioactive waste

especially from energy and land use. This -accumulation threatens global climate change,

with no place to go; from displacing oil with coal for fuel supply and cost security, to backing

with potentially severe environmental, social and economic consequences by the middle of

down coal for public health reasons; from natural gas shortages and usage restrictions, to its

the next century. Thus, energy development decisions are taken under conditions of great

abundance and encouragement.for new power supply; from Iow-to-high oil prices, and back

uncertainty, with the risk of deleterious and potentiall)l catastrophic outcomes.

again; from tall stacks as part of tbe SOlution,to tall stacks as part of the problem, as concern
for afflicted lungs is complemented by concern for afflicted environments; finally, from fossil

This experience suggests that the purpose to which energy use has been-put -, tbe creation of

fuels as a resource for development, a heritage millennia in formation, to fossil fuels as the

social wealtb -- can be undermined by energy use itself. Not only are the sources and means

bane of sustainable development, while global climate change threatens the integrity of the
biosphere in the next millennium.

of delivering energy now being called into question as the twenty-first century looms, but
some of the ends served by energy use as well. The spatial configuration of society, tbe
relationship of built environments to their natural surroundings,

At tbe center of these changes has been the way we use energy, and the relationship of energy

the organization of

production, the fabrication of new substances, agriculture, water use, etc. will need to be re-

use to human goals and tbe environmental conditions that underlie those goals. Until recently,

examined from the perspective of ecological principles and the paradigm of sustainable

growth in energy use was. itself, with some good reason, equated or associated with economic

development. Since so many of the world's peoples do not enjoy the living standards brought

and social development. However, it bas long since been recognized that energy use is not an

by industrialization and resource exploitation to so few, deep questions regarding equity,

end in itself; but rather a means to satisfy certain human ends such as the provision of light,

international stability and the preservation of democracy are posed.

heat, food, motive power, built environments, and objects for human use and enjoyment
Traditional sources of energy in the industrial age are not deployed with impunity. As with

Finally, since energy use is but one of several sources of scarce resource depletion and

other raw materials, land, potable water, clean air, species and habitats, energy resources arc

environmental assault on local, regional and global scales, the approach taken to energy

not inexhaustible.

issues in the coming period will bave to be coordinated with the other essential aspects of

Moreover, these resources are distributed unevenly across tbe globe, and
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sustainable development in order that the broad goals' and values of humanity can be

Within this idealized framework, the 'optimal" amount of pollution reduction, q*, is

realized.Z The reference to Lewis Carroll, tfien, is appropriate to the issue at hand. From out

determined as 'the point on the horizontal axis where the supply and demand curves cross~

ofthe nineteenth century', whence arose the straightforward commitment to industrial growth,
"

, standard textbook policy instrument in this situation is to implement a Pigouvian tax set at p",

and the emergence of the U.S. and Germany as exemplars of this ethos, comes also an inrerest

The market would then produce q* of pollution, and the externality could be declared

in paradox. As with Alice eating the cookie, more may be less, and less more, in a finite

internalized.

world that is incapable of absorbing all manner and magnitude .of assault upon iUnflicted by

externality, including "command and Control" regulation embodied in technology and",

traditional economic development. This is indeed a time, when cOnsidering energy issues, to

facility-specific requirements.

"talk of many things" -. of technologies and policies, of human values and natural processes,

trading system would have many of the economic efficiency advantages that would be

of local institutions and international protocols -. "of ships and sails and sealing wax, and
cabbages and kings".

attained with a tax (at p"). Here, the point is not the mechanism used to address the pollution,

Other policy instruments are also available for the internalization of the
Setting an aggregate cap on emissions (at q*) with a permit

but rather, that within tbis economic approach, the policy is based upon a notion of marginal
costs and marginal benefits (reduced damages), and is aimed to hit It:e target point at the

Externalities:

intersection of tbese curves.

The Economic Paradigm

"

There are many simplifications and, assumptions embodied in this framework. For example,
In recent thinking about pollution reduction policies, the Marshallian supply-demand cross

the:' graph considers just one pollutant

has been employed in a modified form, with pollution reduction plotted on the horizontal axis

controlled in combination with otbers in production processes. Another factor is tbe scope of

whereas pollutants are usually both emitted. and

The supply curve for

the regulation; when the regulation only applies to one jurisdiction then the regulation itself

pollution reduction is the marginal cost of abatement or control options arranged in order of.

can have "external effects" upon other sectors of the economy and othergeograpbic regions.

increasing cost.

Also, the construction ofCa single, monotonically increasing curve to represent the marginal

as a commodity for which tbere are supply and demand curves.

The demand curve for pollution reduction is tbe "marginal damage cost"

resulting from varying levels of pollution. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

cost of abatement is an oversimplification, given unCertainties about the availability, costs
and effectiveness of pollution control options, and th~-::-'pace
and character of technological

Figure 1:

innovation.

Economic "Textbook" Approach to Pollution Reduction

Markets.fer.pollution.reduction

are generally "imperfect", owing to lack of

information, high' transaction costs and lack of competitive forces.

j

Indeed, for many

, pollutants markets are non-existent.

Price
Marginal Cost of
Pollution Abatement

Markets, however imperfect, can be created through political and regulatory processes. The
. construction of the marginal damage cost curve is a different sort of problem. It may be
impossible as a practical matter in many, cases to develop this curve adequately, given the
inherent complexities in the ecological processes and tbe controversies surrounding monetary
valuation. The sbape of an idealized marginal damage curve may be reasonable for certain
damages for small and continuous changes, but severely simplified in many other instances.

q.

POfiUtion Red-udian

Indeed, it may be inappropriate as a theoretical and political matter for some environmental
impacts.

The concept of sustainable development, reflecting the interplay of ecological, economic,
socio-political, and cultural values, has been crystallized in the "Brundtland Report," Our
Common Future (World Commission on Environment and Development Oxford Univer,sity Press. 1987.)

[f the theory described above is to be put into practice, then
Inherent Sources of Uncertainty in Predicting the Response
of Ecosystems to Stress

least some points on the marginal damage curves) 'must
estimation of the physical impacts an ecosystems and humans, and valuation of

i

1. Lack of data on, and understanding of, effects of long-term,
low-level effluents on ecosystems

(to the degree that they are not already internalized in direct costs)
A var iety of challenges render the idealized marginal damage cost
practice, if not in principle.

Estimating the direct physical

2. Difficulty in performing controlled, replicable experiments
that provide in situ information about ecosystems

impacts at'

environmental loadings (air emissions, water emissions, etc.) can be a larg~~di'~x,
complex task, fraught with uncertainty.

These impacts depend on: the

3. Lack of models allowing the use of meas urable data to predict
detailed ecological responses to stress

e"t~~~~"lJ~'

0-

into various media (air, water, soils); tbe transport of pollutants through those' 'n:;eiI

From Table 1-1 (NRC 1980, page 5)

on the physical characteristics of the emissions (e.g., velocity) and climatologi
speed/direction) ,and topographical conditions; the exposure of receptor area orl
and the dose/response

relationsbip

of those populations.

Beyond. 'tb~:.l
of "rectifiable sources of uncertainty" for which "research is imaginable that wuld

environmental impacts of energy production and use, there can be a series ofs~~~~q
physical (e.g., socio-economic) as well as physical impacts that ensue in b0tb.Jh~
long term.

the uncertainty to a considerable extent" is much Longer,and is not reproduced here.

The local, regional, and global consequences of air emissions,I~r;

depend upon atmospheric, biological, chemical, geophysical, ecological, 'and physi

external environmental impacts can be reasonably estimated, various techniques can

relationships across time, space, and socio-economic and cultural ci>nditions."TIieSf

p be used to determine their monetary values to construct the marginal damage cost curve.

pathways involve feedbacks and interactions with one another, over differiIlgti~~

me of these damages are themselves market goods, f()(~\exarnplecattle, fish, or commercial

with both reversible and irreversible consequences. In modelling such relationships

ops affected by industrial or urban pollution. The market value of these damages can be

of scientific uncertainty, availability of accurate data-the ecological responS'etop€~~b

timated directly-fur assessing lbst revenues or remediation costs, although the estimation of

(including non-linearities and feedback effects, among other factors) must be take"
account}

.physical impacts, and the potential responses of economic activity and techoological
lopments to those impacts, can be quite complex.
many of the damage costs are associated with non-market resources, such as

A National Research Council report addressed the major sources of uncertai[l1Y,;']c1l
understanding of ecosystem response to stress, and identified each as either rec;tifiab
inherent.

For rectifiable sources of uncertainty, "it is possible to plan research

considerably reduce the uncertainty." For inherent sources, "it is difficult even
a research program that could significantly-reduce the associated uncertainties"
The inherent sources are reproduced here as Table 1.

ecosystems, human health and amenity. For these, indirect valuation techniques are
ble. These techniques involve either: 1) the examination of behavioral responses that
,~ ~r. might be influenced by an externality (e.g., hedonic pricing); 2) the assumption or
cr.~ation of a fictitious market in order to elicit the value tbat individuals might assign to an
e)(jeflllllity (contingent valuation); or 3) an analysis of the implicit value placed on pollution
t~~t~ment by society through the actions of its regulatory agencies (e.g. regulators' revealed
'·~ferences). Each of these has practical and/or inherent limitations that could circumscribe,

For example: "There are strong links hetween the issues of greenhouse gal; i~dl
climatic change, stratospheric ozone depletion, ground level oxidant generati~:lD;:fc
and watershed, degradation by acid rain and regional air pollution, and eutrophicatio
coastal 'and inland waters". The Full Range of Responses to Anticipated rliJnnteCIUl
(United Nations Environment Programme and Beijer Institute. p. xii.)

~i,\not

entirely obviate, its usefulness.

illf?~ation,

Their most important difficulties concern the lack

potential biases, ~d ,limitations of perspective tbat inhere in the actions or

p6thetical actions of the individuals studied.

These are, at best, indirect tecbniques to

themonetized values of environmental impacts,
to externalities. Tbey are perhaps more

-,
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accurately seen as instruments to move resource decisions in a direction that takes account of

income to various combinations of commodities. This model emphasizes people acting as

the environment and towards meeting concrete environmental goals.

individuals and consumers.

t:..

But we are also members of a society and inhabitants of -

ecosystems. As social beings; we participate in decisions

00

society's goals and values. As

The idealized economic theory of intersecting marginal cost curves, discussed earlier,

part of the fabric of life on the planetwe

generally rests on a severe lack of relevant information when applied to environmental policy

quality of the environment and protecting it for future generations.

have aninterest in maintaining and enhancing the

.,

decisions. Neitherthe emissions reduction supply curve nor the d •.mage cost curve have been
generally accurately established by regulators. While in practice the "control cost" curve is

Contingent valuation techniques -attempt to determine the value of environmental resources

possible to construct with sufficient study, the damage cost curve will likely be more like a

by posing questions to individuals, while indirect approaches assess behavior in marketplace

cloud of points at best, reflecting the inherent complexities, uncertainties, and variety of

decisions in which environmental conditions are often at best implicit. These approaches

valuation perspectives that are entailed in such estimates, lndeed, for certain environmental

emphasize the individual as

resources, such valuation may be inappropriate.

This is not a substitute for a public discourse on society's values and goals. Individuals acting

a consumer,

and treat environmental protection as a commodity.

as citizens in such a process may express very different values than they do when acting as
consumers.>

Beyond the Economic Paradigm
For example, individuals may make decisions as consumers that imply a time value of money
Programming

of as much as 20 percent (e.g., credit card purchases) while the same individuals may support

sticks upon the shoals

Of incommensurable

government policies that imply discount rates closer to 2 percent.

multiple goals

Recent proposals for

And where the tops are no one knows

"green pricing" of electricity are an interesting example. This pricing approach would offer

When all our peaks become plateaus

consumers an option to 'purchase "clean" power, generated by renewable resources, at a

The top is anything we think

higher price. The logic of charging a premium price for a premium product is attractive, as is

When measuring makes the mountain shrink

the emphasis upon "individual freedom to choose." Adwever, in recognizing the individual
1;';:,.·

The upshot is, we CJJJlnottailor

as aconsumer, this approach fails to recognize the individual as a citizen in society. It would
be perfectly reasonable to decline "clean electricity" when offered a small portion as an

Policy by a single scalar

individual consumer, but welcome a more costly approach in which all consumers of

Unless we know the priceless price

electricity participate in the "subsidization" of clean sources of electric power.

OJ honor, justice, pride, and vice
This means a crisis is arising
For simple-minded

Societal goals and values may be expressed in myriad forms including pollution taxes,

maximizing. 4

emission constraints, command and control regulation, and wilderness set asides. Discussion
Kenneth Boulding

of these policies may itself imply a certain "willingness to pay" but this would be one
COnstructed quite apart from markets and simulated markets.

Consumers and Citizens

The "tragedy of the commons" is the archetypal example of the existence of an externality,
wherein individuals maximizing their own utility cause a sub-optimal or disastrous outcome

The role of individuals in microeconomics

is typically represented by very abstract

simplifications of the complex biological and social beings that we are. Homo economicus

is

a species of u~ility.inaxirnizing individuals, deciding how .to allocate limited disposable
. We are grateful to Harold Glasser of the Program in Ecology at the University of
. California-Davis for bringing this poem to our attention,
.

for society. In this situation, the "invisible hand" oftbe market fails to produce an acceptable
5

A system based on targets rather than externalities may also open the door for lay people
to participate ill environmental decision making in a more effective and meaningful way.
-The average citizen has an. important contribution to make in deciding what a -.,.~~~-'
."sustainable" environment means and in deciding what type of environment we want to
leave for future generations.

result. Society, then, must look for remedies. An economic incentive system (e.g:;·a tax)
may he used to optimize the use of the resource, perhaps based upon an ecological constraint
(c.g., grazing not to exceed the rate at which grass

can

survive and reproduce effectively).
The

There are many important considerations in the determination of a discount rate for any

cor-ventional view of such regulation appears to be that it is generally undesirable, to be

particular analysis (see, for example, Lind et. al. 1982), and some analysts have questioned

implemented and tolerated to the extent that corrections to the market syst<:m may be

the compatibility of discounting and the maintenance of ecological sustainability (Howarth

Other "commons" may simply be set aside to be bequeathed to future generations.

required.

One might also look at examples of protection of ecosystems and natural

endowments as the best of buman behavior.

The successful cooperation of individuals,

1991; Norgaard and Howartb 1992; Bernow and Marron 1991; and Bernow, Biewald and
Wolcott 1992).

whether voluntary or self-imposed through law and regulation, should be examined,
acknowledged and celebrated as a "glory of the commons." In sum, we need to shift our

It is interesting to consider-that within a context where only economic losses are considered,

focus from individuals as consumers, to individuals as citizens.

and with a discount rate tbat is higher than the rate of economic gr9)1'tb, the entire value of
the planet (i.e., the world's economy) after any particular point is finite, since the annual
discounted contribution can rapidly approach zero. Thus, within tbis economic framework, if

Monetization, Discounting, Intergeneratioual

Equity and Sustainability

one were faced with the policy decision be-tweenspending a small annual percentage of GNP
in the near term in order to avoid major economic collapse a century or more from ~ow, or

"Frank Ramsey, for instance, argued tbat it was ethically indefensible for society to
discount future utilities.
imagination ...

Individuals might do so, either because they lack

or because they are all too conscious tbat life is short. In social

decision-making, bow ever, there is no excuse for treating generations unequally,
and the time-horizon is, or 'should be, very long. In solemn conclave assembled, so
to speak, we ought to act as ifthe social rate of time preference were zero... "
Robert Solow (1974)

not iovesting the money and suffering the long-term economic loss, one would be compelled
to select tbe latter. This result is, prima facie, unacceptable. The limitations of discounting
over very long time periods becomes even more problematic when human and ecological
consequences are considered. The use of discounting applies best to relatively near-term cash
flow analysis, and "marginal" impacts. It may be-inappropriate to apply real discount rates to
impacts on the time, impact, and geograpbic scales involved in global warming.
'Qr-tb~diswu9t~9g-appr~ach,-e\'en-for-moreJocalize<Lemlironments .._-~-------

Resource allocation decisions often involve tradeoffs over time. In certain cases, e.g., nuclear
waste and global warming, the impacts of our decisions can span centuries. Today's CO2
emissions will likely contribute to climate change for decades, while some of the ecological,
economic and demographic impacts global warming may occur over centuries. The usual tool
in cost-benefit analysis for combining economic effects spread over time into a single
measure of total cost is tbe "discount rate."

While discounting aims to ensure efficiency in resource allocation over time, the use of
discounting for long time frames, over which large and irreversible impacts are possible, is
problematic.

Economic efficiency is not the only societal goal, and the objectives of

environmental sustainability and intergenerational equity are distinct from tbat of economic
efficiency 7 To sustain its existence, society must take steps to guarantee that the welfare of
its future generations

Ordinarily, discount rates are used to 'exPress time prefereoce, reflecting willingness to forego
certain consumption now by investing to achieve expected consumption later, and the
associated risk of tbat investment decision. Whether undertaken by the individual, the firm,

generations.

Discounting costs enables the

comparison between costs that occur now and costs that occur in the future by establishing an
indifference factor (or equivalence) between consuming/paying now or paying/consuming in

is not compromised by tbe short-term decisions of its current

lntergenerational equity requires that we bequeath sufficient resources sothat

future generations are at least as well off as current generations. This is at the center of the
6

or society, resource allocation must take this into account, as costs and benefits of different
resource strategies will have different temporal patterns.

Non-

linearities in the damage function, including possible threshold effects, also raise problems

7

Every consumer may have a different discount rate, expressing a different willingness to
trade future expenditures and goods for current expenditures and goods.
To first order, so too is intragenerational equity, whether amongst 'groups within nations
or amongst nations. If efficiency is defined as Pareto optimality, then certain solutions
are precluded which might increase overall welfare. Improved social and economic
equity could enhance the prospects for economic efficiency as well as long-term sustainability. We do not address these issues further here,

--~--384

emerging concept of sustainable development. In its weaker sense, it would r~uire that a .
combination of environmental and productive.conditions

be maintained at some level or

..-.------.--.
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in deciding wh.ether to .incur the risks for the future by creating and storing nuclear waste or
by not investing heavily in energy'R&D" (Lind, 1986, p. 457).

ex:ceeded; in its stronger sense, it would require that environmental conditions and the
conditions of production are separately sustained at or above minimum acceptable levels.
Finally, either of these two senses of sustain ability could be further strengtbened by applying

Society may decide that certain decisions are 'unacceptable, owing to' the consequences. tbat
affect future generarions, regardless of the values tbat economic analysis might place on
tbem. Dr. William Nordhaus acknowledges tbe limitations of cost-benefit analysis in such -"

them to local as well as more global ecological and economic systems.

policy decisions:
Fairness between generations is determined by comparing the welfare of each generation.

Cost-benefit analyses are a useful starting point for considering government

The value of each generation's welfare is relative to its own time period; that is, a comparison

policies, hut they raise several issues that must be addressed before making policy

is made between the value a person today has on her situation now and the value a person

recommendations.

fifty years from now bas on his situation tben. It is not the value a person today bas for the

quantitative cost-benefit analysis. For example, climate cbange jnay threaten a

situation fifty years from now, Yet that is what is reflected in conventional discounting from

society's cultural heritage in ways that arc not possible to evaluate in an economic

today's perspective.

framework but wbich are nonetbeless unacceptable. While being unable to put a

For that reason, discounting is nnt sufficient, nor are variations in

To begin with, many values cannot be incorporated in a

discount rates appropriate, to ensure that tbe intergenerational equity is reflected in resource

price tag on Venice, we might decide that it is unacceptable to take actions that

allocation decisions.f

:threaten Venice's existence. There is not much economic science can say about this
issue except to identify such trade-offs (Nordbaus, 1991a, p. 55).

Indeed, it may be impossible to place an economic value on irreversible changes in certain
environmental

resources.

Conventional economic analysis and discounting assume a

reasonable degree of continuity in underlying conditions.

Certain environmental resources would tbus not be assigned monetary values within "-

The loss of a species, the

market-like contex:t for use in a conventional economic analysis. While most of our argument

elimination of a unique habitat, or tbe potential global and regional impacts of climate

thus far has focussed on long term and/or global impacts, tbe same considerations could also

change, are discontinuous changes in the environment that are irrevocable, whether local or

apply to environmental resources that are more local either·spatially or temporally. Instead of

global. As Cline indicates witb a quote from Mishan.iwe cannot know the value that future

assigning monetary values to sucb "resources" as Venice, the James Bay ecosystem, tbe

generations will place on their environmental resources:

Baltic Sea. or particular forest and waters bed ecosystems, and adjusting discount rates and

Whenever intergenerational comparisons are involved ... it is as well to recognize

costs in an effort to address intergenerational equity in an efficiency analysis, the alternative

that there is no satisfactory way of determining social wortb at different points in

is to establish constraints or targets based on sustainability considerations, and proceed with

time (Cline, 1992 p. 239).

the efficiency analysis of resource allocation within tbose boundaries.

Discount rate analysis' lies strictly in the realm of economic efficiency. The use of a positive

Figure 2 shows how a sustainability target approach to environmentai policy might be

discount rate does not necessarily result in resource allocations that are equitable to future

presented in the graphical form used earlier to present the microeconomic approach. Here, the

generations. Instead, the issues of equity must be decided separately from those of efficiency.
Society today must consider the legacy-of its resource decisions.

To the extent tbat the

resource allocation decisions made today include the possibility of irreversible changes in the

fictional marginal damage cost curve has been eliminated; a target pollution level, q', is
determined,

based upon pbysical or ecological considerations; and a marginal cost of

pollution reduction is implied by the target and the abatement cost curve.

.-?

environment now or in the future, society must decide whether such cbange is justifiable.
When such change occurs, future generations will not have the option of recovering tbe
resource in exchange for some measure of tbeir own consumption. As Lind observes, tbe
tools of economic efficiency inf0m;t the debate, but "other rules or judgement must be evoked

Avoiding intergenerational

inequity may strictly probibit certain resource decisions, or

require additional investments to minimize the risk of future impacts if certain decisions are
allowed. Policies establishing targets could rely upon tbe use of market instruments sucb as
taxes or tradeable permits as long as tbose instruments are effective at achieving the identified
goals. The costs that are incurred bv the instruments used to achieve a particular set of goals

--_._._.
--~=-'
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can tben be examined, and Used to inform thedebate of whether society should continue to

The abatement strategy analysis involves finding the least costly mix of options affecting the

pursue those goals given their costs, or to identify alternative instruments tbat are more cost-

em itters of acid gases that will satisfy the critical load targets or, alternatively, the minimum

effective.

overall impact based on relative sensitivities of receptor areas for a given level---or-

The proper means of combining economic and ecological sustainabillty

considerations is to bave a societal discourse on its values and goals, the uses and risks to

expenditures. These techniques can be used'

which it subjects its human and environmental "resources", and its "willingness-to-pay" to

a means to effect acid g~ abatement.

preserve certain resources for future generations. Environmental ~nd health risk, ~logical

instruments such as tax-based systems.

to explore the use of environmental

standards as

They could also be used to inform otber policy
....

sustainability, economic cost, and social equity have important places in such a discourse.
Figure 2:

Greenhouse Warming Policy in the U.S.

Environmental Target Approach to Pollutioo Reduction

The global warming problem is largely a matter of addressing large and uncertain impacts
with incomplete knowledge. In such a context, developing policies to respond to the threat

1

involves a decision that is analogous to deciding whether or not to purchase insurance. That

Pnce

is, is it worthwhile to spend a relatively well-defined sum in the near-term in order to avoid
possible large damages (possibly with unknown probabilities of occurring) in the long-term?
p+J...

0._ .. _0._'

._-

--.-

A deterministic cost-benefit analysis that reflects the environmental consequences of climate

_ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _-

cbange in solely economic terms is not a sound basis for climate cbange policy.
In his paper "To Slow or Not To Slow ... " (William Nordhaus, 1991b), Dr. Nordhaus is quite
q'

Pollution Reduction

candid about the uncertainties in such a cost-benefits analysis that he pursued:

~:\

We now move from the terra infirma of climate change to the terra incognita of the
social and economic impacts of climate change. Studies of the impacts of climate
change are in their infancy, and at this stage we can only hope to obtain an order·
Acid Precipitation Policy in Europe

of-magnitude estimate of the impact of greenbouse warming upon tbe global
economy. (page 930)

One example of the environmental standard or target approach is an analysis of continentwide acid deposition abatement strategies for Europe that has been undertaken by the
Stockholm Environment Institute Center at York, U.K. (Chadwick and Kuylensterna 1990).9
Here, the concept' of "critical load" is used for establishing environmen tal targets based on
local area characteristics. Critical loads are the maximum deposition of a pollutant that will
not cause significant adverse effects -upon particular ecosystems.

Taking account of

emissions, transport, deposition, and area-specific responses and sensitivities to acid gas
depositions, modelling exercises are being carried out to determine cost-effective abatement
strategies for Europe.

The transport modelling is performed at the level of 150 square

kilometer grid sizes, while area sensitivities and critical loads were bui It up from information
at a much finer grid size.
9

The Boston Center of SEI at Tellus Institute is participating in the modelling efforts on
this project.

Later in the same paper Dr. Nordhaus points out that:
A wide variety of non-marketed goods and services escape the net of the national
income accounts and might affect the calculations. Among the areas of importance
are bum an health, biological diversity, amenity values of everyday-life and leisure,
and environmental quality. (page 932)
Of course, under conditions of uncertainty and incomplete knowledge we might be tempted to
wait for the global experiment to unfold. Even if tbe likelihood of significant climate change
from existing and projected future carbon dioxide concentrations were small, staking the
future of the planet and its peoples on a role of the dice would be unwise social policy.
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environment/developm.enl dilemma. What technological innovations to reduce and recycle
material flows and to mitigate environmental damage can one prudently assume?

In the past, global models tended to predict ecological crisis and/or economic stagnation lOr
devolution unless major social, political and/or technological changes were effected. Such
models, limited by lack of data, incomplete knowledge, inability to capture all the important
physical relationships, aod difficulty in representing the interaction between the phy~ical and
social-institutional, might best be seen as heuristic and indicative, rather than predictive and
prescriptive, The Polestar project of the Stockholm Environment Institute was developed to
envision and represent alternative futures in which both environmental and development
goals could be realized, and to make these complex issues accessible to policy-makers and
the public.

While we have considerable information O!:i various elements or' the environment and
development nexus, we have no good answers to these basic questions. A major challenge
today is to transcend the broadbrusb character of the current debate in order to establish
concrete guidelines for evaluating" which modes of development are compatible with a
sustainable, more equitable, higher population world, and which are not. New concepts,
methods and tools are needed to practically address the complex social, economic, and
ecological interactions that will,u~derpin human development in tbe 21st century.
In late 1990, Stockholm Environment Institute (SEI) initiated the POLESTAR project to
address this challenge. POLESTAR has three dimensions: research on global change,policy
assessment - to link long-term sustainability -considcrations to near-term decisions, and

The Polestar Project

education to heighten public appreciation of the issues. The Boston Center of SE[ at Tellus
Instit~te is developing the computer modelling system and undertaking the quantitative

Introduction

analysis in which the data, research results, and policy scenarios are being organized, in
collaboration with an international team of experts.

POLESTAR project activities and

Economic development and environmental preservation often have been viewed as competing

outputs are oriented toward .!.hesethree corresponding audiences -. the scientific community,

or incompatible values. Recent thinking on global futures reflects a revised interpretation of

decision-makers, and the general public.

the interplay between environment and development which holds that the relationship is one
of interacting

and mutual objectives of "sustainable development".

...•

:~

The Bruntland

Commission elaborated this concept, suggesting further that sustainable development requires

Approach

the eradication of extreme poverty, and a social process which promotes equity and fairness
between and among the world's peop les.

At the most general level, it is useful to view the environment and development nexus as a
socio-ecologica/ system with three major interacting subsystems, as illustrated in Figure 3.10

The emerging sustainable development debate draws attention to the following broad issues:
• If

world

averages'

-approach

western

industrial

styles

of

production

and

The societal system includes the structure of human populations, lifestyles, culture and social
organization.

The economic subsystem is the realm of production, itself a complex of

consumption, material flows and environmental loadings would dramatically increase,

interacting com ponents, The environmental subsystem;- the biosphere -- is comprised of the

perhaps by factors of 10 to 20. How can a world of over 10 billion people during the 21st

great bio-physical process through air, water, land and biotic cycles. Numerous links and

century achieve development, sustainability, and equity?

influences between these subsystems shape the socio-ecological pattern into a unified whole.

• Sustainability requires that depletion rates of natural stocks and burdens on environmental

Some of the main categories of interaction are shown in the figure.

systems remain below critical values, which if exceeded would significantly disadvantage
future generations. What constraints does this put on the levels and types of commodity
flows? What kinds of lifestyles are compatible with these constraints?
• The Bruntland Commission concludes that there are no inherent environmental limits to
economic growth, putting its faith in the rapid deployment of new technology to elude the'

----_.

__ __ _-----------------.

...

--------------------------

_._- ----- ----------

10 Systems concepts 'are developed in Shaw, R- et. al., Sus/amd,Ze Development: A Systems
Approach, IIASA, January, 1992.
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policies, programs, and technologies are adopted? What actions are needed at the local,

The Socio-Ecological System

national and global levels? What are the environmental risks and uncertainties and what if
t..

the improbable should occur?
Figure 4:

Interregional Linkages
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The scenario simulation process is depicted in Figure 5. The current accounts at the regional
level (from Figure 4) provides the point of departure.. A scenario is characterized by a set of
assumptions which alter the current accounts and produce the scenario accounts for a future
POLESTAR analyzes socio-ecological systems in terms of the major components of the three

year.

subsystems and tbeir interactions.

technology, agricultural practices, resources, and energy patterns), produces the scenario

At any point in time, the state of the socio-ecological

The influence of assumed changes (e.g., in demographics, lifestyle, industrial

system can be represented as a set of material, economic, and environmental accounts for

accounts.

each of these components.

development criteria.

The accounts vary both in space and in time. Analysis of global

Finally, scenarios can be evaluated and compared on environmental and human
In this manner, scenario analysis can reveal the implications of

processes requires that regions which vary significantly in development, natural resources,

alternative approaches to resource and economic development.

and trade patterns be considered separately. POLESTAR views the global system as a set of

"experiment" with the future, scenario analysis provides a laboratory for rational policy

mutually. interacting regional socio-ecological systems as illustrated in Figure 4. Regions

formulation today.

By permitting us to

influence one another through causal pathways such as trans boundary pollution, international
markets, migration, and cultural and political influence. 11
The Computational System
To represent alternative global futures, PoLESTAR relies on scenario analysis, a powerful
method for both analysis and pedagogy. Scenario analysis consists of combining the best
available data, information, and simulation techniques' to paint a picture of the current

A centerpiece of the POLESTAR project is a computer-based framework which provides a
formal representation of the approach just described. An "appropriate technology" is required

'situation, and future "what if' possibilities. What if current trends persist and where are they

which allows adequate representation of current and future accounts under a wide range of

leading us? What if alternative population and economic patterns emerge? What if various

assumptions in order to satisfy scientific Objectives, while providing·a

structure and

presentation which is both useful and enticing for a wide range of nonspecialists. A prototype
11

In principle, each global region Can be further decomposed into a nested set of constituent·
sys tems at, .e.g., national, district, community and even household scales.

. system is now operational.

---::-~------,- ..----------,.:--
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PO LESTAR Simulation Flow

Specific objectives are to:
• Organize a vast amount of, data pertaining to sustainability in a compact and accessible
«:

fashion,
• Quantitatively represent a broad range of conceivable development scenarios.
Evaluate scenarios against sustainability indicators, including physical factors (e.g., rates of
mineral stock depletion, la,nd degradation, and loads on ecological systems) and
development measures.
• Illuminate the issue of sustainable development for a broad audience.
Finally, POLESTAR can playa 'useful role in guiding the research agenda on sustainability.
By integrating sectorally-organized (energy, water, land) and issue-oriented environmental
research (global warming, acid rain, waste, deforestation) within a context of socially-defined
visions of development, interactions can beiter be understood. The framework can help set
priorities for sustainability research by identifying essential areas where data and knowledge
must improve to sharpen our picture of the current socio-ecological condition and the
consequences of alternative scenarios for tbe future.
The approach used in POLESTAR can be contrasted to the first generation of world models
of the 19708 which attempted to predict the unfolding of global development in terms of
fixed feedbacks and dynamics. The price was extremeacomplexity, opacity, and controversy.
More modestly, POLESTAR offers a flexible framework for considering a wide range of
L!

perspectives.

The microcomputeLEOLESIAlLs.y.s.teJJLhuilds.....on

SEl's considerable

experience in applying scenario-based computer analysis and data bases to resource and
environmental policy analysis.

Using the latest micro-computer programming techniques

which allow for rapid upgrade of software, POLESTAR will be iteratively refined as data
expands, knowledge improves, and policy issues evolve.

The Prototype POLESTAR Scenario System
,- Scenario
Evaluation
&
Comparison

SEI has designed and implemented a prototype of the POLESTAR system. The purpose of
the exercise was to establish a detailed structure plan for the full POLESTAR system, to
develop an initial data base, and to perform preliminary scenario exercises.
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Table

2:

Prototype

Module

Demograpbics
Lifestyle

Agriculture &
Fisheries

Households
Transport
Industry &
Services

Forestry

Mining
Energy System

Water System
Trade

Natural
Resources

POLESTAR

- -------------.

-------------39Ii----- ..-- -- -

Structure

Level 01 Detail
(For 5 regions: Industrialized (DECD); East Europe and former Soviet republics;
Asia; Africa: Latin America)
0
Total population
0
A2e structure
0
Settlement pattern
0
Household size
0
Shelter floorspace
0
Built environment
0
GDP and expenditures pattern
0
Diet (12 categories)
0
End-use amenities ownership (8 amenities)
Personal travel oattem
Crops (8 categories) and managed pasture on 7 land classes (rainfed and
irrigated)
Livestock products (6 categories)
Inputs: water, fertilizers, and pesticides by crops and land classes: labor,
energy and machinery for agriculture as a wbole
Impacts: land use and deforestation; soil erosion; livestock and rice cultivation
metbane emission: CO2 emission from disturbed soils; energy-related GHG
emissionsrwater pollution: soil salinization and toxification
Inputs: water and energy by end-use amenities;
Impacts: energy-related emissions; water pollution; solid wastes generation;
methane emissions from landfills
8 passenger and 5 freigbt types;
Enerav use and related emissions bv tvoe
Interlinks of industry, services, and other economic macro sectors
8 industrial sub-sectors
Reuse and recycling
Inputs: labor, water, energy, 6 metals, wood products
Impacts: air and water pollution; solid and hazardous waste
0
Waste fraction
0
Inputs: labor and-eao'gy
0
Imoacts: deforestation' eaerav related emissions
Inputs: labor, water, and energy
0
Imoacts: resources depletion; water and air oollution
0
15 fuels
Efficiencies and fuel mixes of electricity, beat, hydrogen generation, and
refineries
.
Efficiencies and biomass requirement of_cbarcoal and ethanol production
Distribution and transportation losses
Imnacts: air and water pollution, solid and hazardous waste
Distri bution and transportation losses
Inputs: labor and energy
Impacts; flooding; enerzv related emissions
Agriculture and fishery products
,
Fuels and electricity
Non-fuel minerals
Wood products
Industrial zoods and services
Land (arable, pasture, forests, other)
Fossil fuels and otber minerals
-Fresh water
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An Iterative Process

POLESTAR:

Conclusion
I.:..

For the most part, the scale of human economic activity has been limited hy the constraints of
socio-political organization and the level of development of technology. To be-sure, local

POLESTAll
Simulations

depletion and degradation of the environment can occur, and has occurred, at levels of
population and production far below today's, and in those contexts new social forms and'

I

technologies have often provided the basis for avoiding or superseding such crises, Today,
however, the scale and range of human activity, and the role of technology, are more

1

WmIDOps

problematical. The condition of the biosphere continues to affect the opportunities for human
activity generally and economic development in particular,

But the condition of the

biosphere has in turn been affected by such activity which today has reached a magnitude that
threatens further development at local, regional, national and global levels. While in the past
the amount of food harvested from the lan~_and water bodies was limited by available tools,
today it is increasingly being limited by the amount and condition of the resources
thernselves.
This is an underlying theme of sustainable development: how can we produce today without
undermining the conditions for production in the future? Moreover, if the world of resources
is being diminished rather than expanded by the deployment of modern industrial technology,
-

POlESTAI1
Simulations

a second theme emerges: how can the eartb support- closure of the gap between the rich and
poor nations (and rich and poor generally)? It is n~t~orthy

i

that in both of the foregoing

questions, both economic and ecological conditions are regarded as essential to sustainable
Workshops

1

Concspts
Dota
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Targets

development.

In its simplest, most emblematic formulation, sustainability entails economic

development,

environmental

international).

The goals and policies for sustainable development will necessarily have

preservation,

and

equity

(both

intergenerational

and

elements appropriate to global, regional, national, and local contexts. Finally, the purely
quantitative aspects of the problem -- embodied in sustainability indicators and targets, and
economic activity -- will have to be supplemented by institutions that preserve, and indeed
expand, democracy in the face of restrictions on use of the commons.
We are not obliged

10

complete the work,

but neither are wefree

{---~--~
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desist from it.
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availability do not enter into the neoclassical discussion of the allocation of non renewable
energy resources.
To the author present knowledge seems to suggest that energy can not simply be substituted
by other production inputs. To a very substantial extend energy is an essential producrion
input which cannot be substituted. Due to the laws of thermodynamics in many applications
non renewable energy resources can only be replaced by renewable energy sources like solar
energy. Secondly the present income derived from diminishing our energy capital stock
seems to be used mostly for increased consumption in the energy' Fxporting and the

